Events

SERRAS BARCELONA - PASSEIG DE COLOM 9, 08002 BARCELONA

LE NINE

LE NINE
The words that identifies a celebration event at Serras Barcelona are: efficiency,
discretion and professionalism.
Our spaces are versatile and offers a variaty of options, giving the possibility of
enjoying either a private meeting or a more intimate and informal setting, located in
the heart of Barcelona's Gothic Quarter.
Le Nine atmosphere is always warm and welcoming. The space, is located on the
mezzanine floor of the hotel, is ideal for a cocktail reception, wine and/or cheese
tasting, product presentations, informal meetings and can also be transformed into a
comfortable space where you can enjoy a group lunch or dinner along with selected
dishes created by our Michelin Starred Chef, Marc Gascons along with our team
providing you a discreet and exceptional service.
Has a capacity of 64m2 and can accommodate up to 50 attendees standing and
30 attendees seated.
Room hire prices are from 400€+21%IVA for half day and 700€+21%IVA for full day.
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LE NINE

THE GASTRONOMY
Enjoy our Fresh interpretations of traditional Catalan and Mediterranean cuisine
designed by our Michelin Starred Chef Marc Gascons.
Our seasonal menus are created for you to taste the Catalan specialities consisting of
locally sourced products from the land and sea.
Enhancing the flavour of our gastronomy with our best products, it is our Sommelier´s
main objective in order to seek the perfect wine pairining.
Our group menus are available from 45€+VAT per person and beverage packages from
17€+VAT per person.
I remain at your disposal for any further enquires you might have, or should you wish
to visit our space and meet us in person to discuss more in detail, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
I will be delighted to welcoming you personally at Serras Barcelona.
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